The future of
last mile logistics
is here
Your guide to the 5G
Connected Automated
Logistics (CAL) pilot,
a proof-of-concept trial
showcasing the potential of
next generation technology
in overcoming barriers for
a safer and more efficient
future for last mile logistics.

Next generation technology
to overcome challenges

Placing 5G technology
in the driving seat

Recent circumstances across the globe and everevolving market demands have seen a huge shift in
the planning and delivery of last mile logistics. Not least
plagued by driver shortages and increasing demand
amidst unprecedented times, now more than ever,
logistics leaders must adapt to succeed in the future.

With the infrastructure, devices and support the project
needed to excel, Sunderland was the smart choice
to realise the project’s ambitions. 5G connectivity was
essential for this project to succeed as it uniquely
enabled the removal of the safety driver from the
process, allowing remote teleoperations to overcome
abnormal situations.

The last stage of the delivery process in which packages
from a warehouse move to their destination, defines last
mile delivery. Sustainable and environmentally sensitive
solutions must be part of all future supply chain logistics.
Technology is advancing to make this viable at the
required speed, efficiency and reliability of delivery.

About 5G CAL
The 5G CAL pilot’s consortium partners secured a total
of £4.9 million, including £2.4 million from 5G Create,
a £30 million open competition combining British
creativity with innovative new uses for 5G, part of the
UK government’s £200 million 5G testbeds and trials
programme (5GTT) from the Department for Digital,
Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS).
The consortium comprises of the North East Automotive
Alliance (NEAA), Sunderland City Council, Newcastle
University, Coventry University, Connected Places
Catapult, StreetDrone, Terberg and Perform Green.
These innovative partners have spent the last 23 months
understanding and utilising pioneering 5G technology
in an operational automotive environment for the very
first time in the UK, to develop the UK’s first zero emission
automated logistics HGV.

Working in partnership with Sunderland City Council and
North/Nokia, the project team implemented a private
small cell network at the trial route between Vantec and
Nissan that leveraged the power of 5G. The vehicle’s
teleoperations system uses next generation technology
connected to a private 5G network.

Continual drive for operational
efficiency and increased
competitiveness
It is widely recognised that Connected and Automated
Logistics (CAL) has the potential to provide significant
cost benefits to UK manufacturing. This funded pilot is
delivering huge strides forward in CAL, proving last mile
delivery for an autonomous HGV up to 40 tonnes on
a private road built between Vantec and Nissan with
automated logistics in mind.
The 5G CAL pilot builds upon indoor and outdoor Auto
Guided Vehicles (AGV) capability to unlock the next key
innovation challenge for Nissan last mile logistics. This has
huge implications for the future of the industry and many
other advanced manufacturing environments.

“The 5G technology being trialled
in Sunderland could be crucial
to boosting the UK’s productivity
and reducing emissions.”
Julia Lopez,
Digital Infrastructure Minister

The next chapter
for 5G CAL
A world leading Connected and Autonomous Mobility
& Logistics hub in the North East of England will build
upon the UK connected and automated mobility
(CAM) ecosystem and the success of the 5G CAL pilot,
giving rise to the creation of new business models
incorporating smart factories and intelligent supply chains.

The potential to scale these
technologies is huge.
The next phase of development for these innovative
technologies, ‘5G CAL 2’, would result in successful
deployment at scale, on a more challenging
environment where the vehicle encounters traffic
lights, roundabout and bridges, and in very dynamic
environments which presents a whole range of new
challenges and helps accelerate the development of
these technologies to commercialisation.

This would utilise the 5G network
built and funded by the initial
5G Create project and see the
introduction of additional zero
emission automated logistic HGVs.
The 5G network would be expanded and new vehicle
to infrastructure technology installed to enable the
development of the autonomous and teleoperation
systems on a more demanding private road route –
an essential step in realising the transition of CAL
technology onto the open road.

Extending opportunities for UK
manufacturing
There are multiple benefits of automated freight in supply
chain logistics. In the next stage of our 5G CAL journey,
we aim to underpin future efficiencies to showcase the
scaleup of end-to-end automated logistics.
Automated logistics will:
Increase resilience in supply chains
The movement of goods is not only more efficient, but
also more resilient providing components on demand
without the need for as many human interactions. It will
improve flexibility and sustainability, as well as enhancing
risk management and respond to future crisis
Improve competitiveness
UK products are manufactured at higher volumes and
lower unit costs making Britain more productive and
opening new export opportunities. It will improve
production planning, scenario modelling and traceability
across the supply chain
Attract investment
Increased foreign direct investment into the UK due
to both perceived technical excellences bringing high
value R&D jobs, but also perceived excellence in
manufacturing efficiency bringing a new wave of
industrialisation
Advance net zero for heavy goods vehicles
Automating ‘touch free’ logistics, especially over short
distances, could significantly reduce emissions though
opening opportunities for early electrification of heavy
vehicles which could be charged more frequently
during drop-offs and pick-ups

A smart future for last mile logistics
Smart technology is changing the face of the last mile
delivery processes, bringing a wealth of innovative and
informative updates to both customers and logistics
firms to enhance and add value to the whole process.
Autonomous vehicle technology is set to revolutionise
the entire last mile logistics process, bringing cost
efficiencies, increased safety and opening up
opportunities for new job roles across the sector.

“I am amazed to see this
technology up and running after
a relatively short period of time.
I never thought I’d see a fully
autonomous HGV in my lifetime,
let alone control and reverse it
from a computer screen.”
Scott, Teleop Driver at Vantec

Driven by an ambition to automate deliveries
between suppliers and facilities, this proof of concept
encompasses all the essential elements to boost
the connected autonomous mobility sector, in an
inherently safe environment. This will give rise to the first
commercial opportunities and a carefully managed
rollout on to public roads.
The next chapter for 5G CAL will bring a keen focus
on bringing further cost efficiencies, reducing the cost
of implementation to ensure this is a viable solution for
mass operation in the future.
With thousands of these journeys made across the
UK daily, there are countless controlled environments
in which this technology could realise significant
efficiencies, including at ports, airports, rail terminals,
distribution hubs and anywhere else dealing with
multiple scheduled deliveries.

Agile operations to suit market needs
A staged approach to the deployment of autonomous and automated
vehicles is a critical technical driver enabling the transformation of industrial
logistics. The blend of autonomous driving with teleoperation provides a
tiered capability that StreetDrone has worked hard to integrate.

“We deliver smart automation in stages automating when our technology readiness
is fit for purpose and ready to deploy.
StreetDrone’s approach speeds-up deployment
to deliver productivity gains in a safe manner,
with the additional benefit of preserving the
value of in-service hardware by converting
manual vehicles for automation during their
useful lifespan. Our methodology is distinct as
it builds a pathway for autonomous operations
to deliver savings immediately, keep overheads
light and ensure the business ambition is
matched with technology readiness.”
Mike Potts,
Co-Founder and CEO at StreetDrone
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